
Weakness of Will7

Sometimes, indeed all too frequently , it happens that
one goes through a process of deliberation , makes a con-
sidered decision , thereby forms a firm and unconditional
intention to do something , and when the moment arrives ,
because of weakness of will , does not do it . Now , if the

relation between deliberation and intention is both causal

and rational or logical , that is, if the rational processes
cause intentions , and if intentions in turn cause actions by

intentional causation , then how could there ever be genu -

ine cases of weakness of will ? How could there be cases

where an agent forms an all -out inclusive , unconditional
intention to do something, nothing prevents him from
doing it , and yet he still does not do it ? Amazingly , many
philosophers think that such a thing is impossible and
have advanced ingenious arguments to show that it is

impossible , and that the apparent cases of weakness of
will are really cases of something else. Alas, it is not only
possible but quite common. Here for example is an all-too-
common sort of case : a student forms a firm and uncon -

ditional intention to work on his term paper Tuesday

evening . Nothing prevents him from working on it , but
when midnight comes, it turns out that he has spent
the evening watching television and drinking beer . Such
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cases , as any teacher can attest , are not at all unusual .

Indeed we ought to insist that it is a condition of adequacy
on any account of weakness of will , what the Greeks

called akrasia , that it allow for the fact that akrasia is very

common in real life and involves no logical errors. In
earlier chapters we discovered a gap between intentions
and actions , and this gap will provide the explanation of
weakness of will .

Well , how can akrasia be possible ? Let us turn the ques -
tion around and ask, why would anyone doubt or even be
puzzled by its possibility since in real life it is so common?
I think the basic mistake , and it is a mistake that has a

long history in philosophy , is to misconstrue the rela-
tionships between the antecedents of an action and the

performance of an action. There is a long tradition in phi -
losophy according to which in the case of rational action,
if the psychological antecedents of the act are all in order ,
that is, they are the right kind of desires, intentions , value
judgments , etc., then the act must necessarily follow . Ac-
cording to some authors it is even an analytic truth that
the act will follow . A typical statement of the idea of
causal necessitation is in J. S. Mill :

. . . volitions do in point of fact , follow determinate moral ante -
cedents with the same uniformity , and (when we have sufficient
knowledge of the circumstances) with the same certainty as
physical effects follow their physical causes. These moral ante-
cedents are desires, aversions, habits and dispositions , combined
with outward circumstances suited to call those internal incen -

tives into action . . . . A volition is a moral effect , which follows the

corresponding moral causes as certainly and invariably as phys-
ical effects follow their physical causes. 1

1. J. S. Mill , The Examination of Sir William Hamilton's Philosophy, quoted
in Timothy O'Connor (ed.), Agents, Causes and Events: Essays on Indeter-
minism and Free Will , Oxford : Oxford University Press, 1995, p. 76.
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I think it is clear that anyone who holds such a view

is going to find weakness of will a problem , because if
the causes are of the a ppropria te sort, then the action
should follow by causal necessity. There is a tradition in
twentieth -century analytic philosophy according to which
pure cases of weakness of will never really occur , and
according to which it is impossible that they should occur.
On R. M . Hare 's2 account , if the agent acts contrary to his

professed moral conviction , that shows that he really did
not have the moral conviction that he claimed to have . On

Donald Davidson ' S3 account , if the agent acts contrary

to his intentions , then he really did not have an uncon -

ditional intention to perform the action. Both Hare and
Davidson hold variations of the basic idea that someone

who makes a certain sort of evaluative judgment in favor

of doing something must then of necessity do that thing
(unless, of course, he is prevented , etc.). Consequently , on
this view , if the action is not performed , then it follows
that the evaluative judgment of the right sort simply was
not present . On Davidson 's account it turns out that the

judgment was only a prima facie or conditional value
judgment . On Hare's account it turns out that the evalua-
tion in question could not have been a moral evaluation .

The general pattern in all of these cases is to suppose that
if the antecedents of the action are rationally structured in a

certain way , then the action will follow by causal necessity .
Thus Davidson endorses the following two principles :

(PI ) If an agent wants to do x more than he wants to do y and
he believes himself free to do either x or y , then he will inten -

tionally do x if he does either x or y intentionally , (Ibid " p . 23)

2. R. M . Hare, The Language of Morals, Oxford : Oxford University Press,
1952 .

3. " How Is Weakness of the Will Possible ?" in Essays on Actions and

Events , Oxford : Oxford University Press, 1980.
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4. R. M . Hare, Language of Morals, pp . 168- 169.
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and

(P2) If an agent judges that it would be better to do x than to do
y then he wants to do x more than he wants to do y. (Ibid.)

Taken together these imply that an agent who judges that
it would be better to do x than y will intentionally do x if
he does either x or y intentionally . These two principles
appear to be inconsistent with the principle that there are
weak-willed acts, which Davidson states as:

(P3) There are incontinent actions. (Ibid.)

That is, there are actions where the agent judges that it
would be better to do x than y, believes himself free to do
either, and yet intentionally does y rather than x.

Davidson 's solution to the apparent paradox is to say
that cases where the agent apparently acts contrary to his
best judgment in doing y rather than x are really cases
where the agent did not make an unconditional judgment
to the effect that the better course of action was x. Hare's
view is slightly more complex, but it is the same basic
idea. His idea is that if we accept an imperative , or a
command, then it follows by causal necessity that our
acceptance of that imperative will lead to the performance
of the action, and, on his view , to accept a moral judgment
is to accept an imperative . Hare writes : " I propose to say
that the test, whether someone is using the judgement 'I
ought to do X' as a value-judgement or not is, 'Does he or
does he not recognise that if he assents to the judgement ,
he must also assent to the command "Let me do X"?' "4

He also writes , "It is a tautology to say that we cannot
sincerely assent to a second-person command addressed
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to ourselves, and at the same time not perform it , if now is
the occasion for performing it and if it is in our (physical
and psychological ) power to do SO."5

In both authors we get the view that the appropriate
causal antecedents of the action must cause the action,

hence apparent cases of akrasia are really cases where
there was something wrong with the causes of the action
in the form of the antecedent psychological states.

All of these authors in effect deny the existence of the

gap, and that is why the problem of weakness of will
arises in such a stark form for them and why they are

forced to deny, either implicitly or explicitly , that there
really are any such things as cases of akrasia strictly
speaking. So the deep dispute between me and the tradi -
tion is a dispute about the gap. The Classical Model denies
the existence of the gap. I, on the contrary , think the gap is
an obvious fact of our conscious life . I have presented

arguments for the existence of the gap in earlier chapters
and won 't repeat them here. In this chapter I want to
adopt a different approach. I regard the Hare-Davidson
approach to akrasia as a kind of reductio ad absurdum of
this feature of the Classical Model . On my view , in the
case of free actions, no matter what type of antecedents
the action has- moral judgments , unconditional value
judgments , firm and unconditional intentions , anything
you like - weakness of will is always possible. So if you
get the conclusion that it is not possible, you have made
a mistake and have to go back and revise the premises
that led to the mistake. In this case the false premise is the

denial of the gap. Davidson 's account is the more recent,
so I will focus most of my attention on it .

�

5. Ibid., p. 20.
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What exactly is the thesis that there are weak willed

actions ? That is , we need to state the thesis in a way that

makes it clear whether or not it really is inconsistent with
(PI ) and (P2). Davidson states it in this form :

(P3) There are incontinent actions .

But what is an " incontinent " action ? On a natural inter -

preta tion , it seems to me the thesis is that there are acts

such that the agent judges unconditionally it would be
better to do x than to do y , believes that he is able to do

either, and yet he intentionally does y rather than x. That
thesis is genuinely inconsistent with the conjunction of
(PI ) and (P2), and it is a thesis that I believe is true .

Davidson denies that it is true and says that in cases that

appear to be " incontinent " what is really happening is that
the agent did not judge unconditionally that it would be
better to do x than y, but rather only made a conditional ,
or prima facie, judgment to the effect that x was better

than y. He judged that x was better than y flaIl things
considered," where, according to Davidson , "all things
considered" does not mean literally "all things consid-
ered," it just means something like " relative to a certain
set of considerations that the agent happens to have in
mind . "

The first thing to note about Davidson 's thesis is that no

independent argument is given for saying that the weak-
willed agent cannot make an unconditional evaluative

judgment in favor of performing any action other than the
one he performs . That is, no independent reason is given
for motivating the thesis, no cases are examined to show
that only a conditional judgment was made. Rather, the
notion of prima facie and conditional evaluations is intro -
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duced as a way of overcoming the apparent inconsistency
between (PI ), (P2), and (P3). If in the case of weak-willed
actions the agent did not make an unconditional judgment

. in favor of doing the action that he did not perform , but
only a prima facie, "all things considered" judgment , then
the inconsistency is removed . For now (P3) is read as

(P3*) Sometimes an agent makes a conditional , prima
facie, judgment that it would be better to do x than y,
believes he is able to do either, and then he intentionally

does y.

And so construed, (PI ), (P2), and (P3) are consistent.
What then is the logical status of the solution ? The claim

is this : all weak-willed actions are preceded by condi -
tional value judgments (or conditional intentions , which
Davidson takes to be the same thing ). On its face that
looks like an empirical hypothesis : there is a one hundred
percent correlation between the experience of weakness of
will and the making of conditional rather than uncon-
ditional value judgments . But if this is supposed to be
an empirical hypothesis , it is an astonishingly ambitious
claim made on the basis of little or no empirical evidence.

And even aside from the fact that no independent

argument is given for claiming that the weak-willed agent
did not make an unconditional judgment , there is still
another, and worse, problem . The problem is this : no
matter what the form of the judgment is, an agent can still
suffer from weakness of will . An agent can say, "Uncon-
ditionally I think x is better than y," and nonetheless do y
rather than x. The only way I can see out of this is to make
the argument circular , to make the criterion for whether
or not the person had an unconditional judgment to be
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whether or not he did in fact perform the action inten -
tionally . The circle is this : the thesis is that all weak-willed
actions are preceded by conditional , rather than uncondi -
tional intentions . The argument for the thesis is that the

actions were weak -willed , and therefore must have been

preceded by a conditional rather than an unconditional

intention , for if they had been preceded by an uncondi -
tional intention , the action would have had to have taken

place. I believe this circle is implicit in Davidson 's article .
For Davidson an agent does something intentionally if
and only if he holds an all-out unconditional evaluative
judgment in favor of doing that thing . So it follows trivi -
all y from this conception that in cases where the agent

says that x is better than y but still intentionally does y
rather than x, the judgment cannot have been uncondi -
tional . But this gets us out of the frying pan and into the
fire , because it is obviously false on any ordinary sense of-
making all -out unconditional evaluative judgments that it
is impossible for someone to make such a judgment and
then not do the thing that he judges it best to do. Indeed,
that is precisely the problem of weakness of will . One
often makes an all-out unconditional judgment and then
does not do the thing one judges to be the best thing to do.
Davidson simply solves the problem of weakness of will

by fiat when he declares that in all such cases the agent
fails to make an all -out unconditional judgment .

My diagnosis of what is going on is this : what looks like
an empirical claim - all cases of weakness of will are cases

of conditional value judgments - is not in fact empirical .
Rather Davidson assumes (PI )- (P3) are true and that (PI )
and (P2) are unproblematic , and thus that there must be

an interpretation of (P3) where it is consistent with (PI )
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and (P2). The claim about conditional value judgments is
that interpretation .

But this solution has absurd consequences, which I will
now spell out . Consider the sorts of cases of weakness of
will that typically arise in real life . Let us suppose that I
decide, after considering all the facts known to me that
bear on the issue, that it is best for me not to drink wine at

dinner tonight , because let us suppose I want to do some
work on weakness of will after dinner . But let us suppose
that as it turns out , I do drink wine at dinner . The wine

being served looked rather tempting , and so in a moment
of weakness, I drank it . On the Davidsonian account, here
is the sum total of my intentional states that bear on the
case:

1. I made a conditional judgment : All things considered,
it is best not to drink wine .

2. I made an unconditional judgment : It is best to drink.
wIne .

And , that being the case, I drank the wine .
What is wrong with this account? It is simply false to

say that I must have made any unconditional value judg -
ment to the effect that it is best to drink the wine . I just
drank the wine . That is what made my action a case
of weakness of will . I drank the wine in the teeth of

my unconditional judgment that it is better not to drink
the wine . So the false claim that my intention to do the
right thing could not have been unconditional , but must
have been only prima facie or conditional , is matched by
another false claim to the effect that when I did the wrong

thing I had to have made an unconditional judgment to
the effect that it was then and there the right thing to do .
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Both claims are wrong . I can make an unconditional value

judgment and still , in a weak-willed act, do something
contrary to it , and my weak-willed act need not be ac-
companied by any judgment to the effect that it was the
right thing to do.

The problem of weakness of will is not how I can rec-
oncile two apparently inconsistent judgments; rather the
problem is, how is it that having made only one judgment
I can then act contrary to that judgment ? And the answer
is that I do not have to make another judgment in order to
act; I can just act. That is, in this sort of case, I have an

intention -in-action with no prior intention and no prior
delibera tion .

What the whole discussion shows is that the conjunc-
tion of (PI ) and (P2) is false. It is not the case that every-
thing that one judges to be the best to do, one really wants
to do, and it is not the case that when you have made up
your mind and you really want to do something, that you
will therefore necessarily do it . There are a lot of things I
judge it best to do, and things I really want to do, but I do
not in fact do them, even though I have both the ability
and the opportunity to do them.

The key sentence, I believe, in Davidson 's article is the

following : " If r is someone's reason for holding that p,
then his holding that r must be, I think , a cause of his
holding that p. But, and this is what is crucial here,
his holding that r may cause his holding that p without r
being his reason; indeed, the agent may even think that
r is a reason to reject p."6 Let 's try to apply this account to
the example of drinking the wine . I hold a set of reasons r,
and those reasons cause me to hold that it is best to drink�

6. "How Is Weakness of the Will Possible?" p. 41.
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the wine , p. However , they cause me to hold that it is best
to drink the wine without actually being a reason for
drinking the wine . Indeed, in my case I think that they are
a reason to reject the claim that it is best to drink the wine .

I do not find this even remotely plausible as an account
of what happened when I, in a moment of weakness of
will , drank wine in the teeth of my better judgment . I
think a much more plausible account, which I will explain
in more detail later, is that I held an unconditional judg -
ment to the effect that it was best not to drink the wine ,
but when confronted with the wine I found it tempting ,

and I simply failed to resist the temptation .
How did we get into this mess? Davidson , in company

with a whole lot of other philosophers ,7 thinks that in the
case of rationally motivated actions, there is some sort of
ca usall y necessary connection between the psychological
antecedents of an action and the intentional performance
of the action, or at least the intentional attempt to perform
the action, that the action follows from its antecedents by
a kind of causal necessity. But that is a mistake . That
denies the existence of the gap. Once you deny the exis-
tence of the gap, you get into all of the problems that we
have been examining , and in particular you get into the
problem that weakness of will , strictly speaking, becomes
impossible .

In response to these claims that the proper psychologi -
cal antecedents lead to the action in question by causal
necessity / let us ask, are there indeed such cases? Are
there cases where the psychological antecedents are caus-
ally sufficient to produce the action? It seems to me quite

7. For example, Peter van Inwagen, "When Is the Will Free?" in Timothy
O'Connor (ed.), Agents, Causes, and Events: Essays on Indeterminism and
Free Will, New York: Oxford University Press, 1995.



obvious that there are many such cases, but they are typi -
cally cases where there is no free will , rather than cases of

the standard sort of voluntary action. Thus, for example, a
drug addict might well have psychological antecedents
for drug use that are causally sufficient to guarantee his
drug use, simply because he is unable to help himself . In
such cases, as we have seen earlier, there is no gap of the
familiar sort. The action is genuinely causally determined
by antecedently sufficient psychological causes. We now ,
by the way , have pretty good evidence that these psycho-
logical causes are grounded in the appropriate neuro-
biology . When people crave satisfaction of their addiction ,
the mesolimbic dopamine system is activated . This system
runs from the amygdala and the anterior singulate to the
tip of both temporal lobes. Its activation is, according to
at least some current views , the neurological correlate of
addictive behavior .

In normal cases we can make the obvious objection that
you can make any kind of evaluative judgment you like
and still not act on that judgment . The problem of akrasia,
to repeat, is that if we leave aside the cases of addiction ,
compulsion , obsession, etc., then any antecedent what -
ever, provided that it is described in a non-question-
begging way that does not trivially entail the performance
of the action, is such that it is always possible for a fully
conscious rational agent to have the antecedent (e.g., the
relevant moral judgment , unconditional intention , any-
thing you like ) and still not act in accordance with the
content of that antecedent. Furthermore , this is not a rare

occurrence. It happens all the time . Ask anybody who has
ever tried to lose weight , give up smoking , or keep all
their New Year's resolutions .

230 Cha pter 7
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In its crudest form , the mistake that makes it seem

puzzling that there can be akrasia derives from a mistaken
conception of causation. If , for example, we think of cau-
sation on the model of billiard balls hitting billiard balls
or gear wheels activating other gear wheels, then it just
seems impossible that we should have the causes without
the effects. If intentions cause behavior and the intention

was present and the agent did not undertake the intended
action, it can only be because some other cause interfered ,
or it was not the type of intention we thought it was, or
some such.

But intentional causation is in certain important respects
unlike billiard -ball causation. Both are cases of causation,
but in the case of desires and intentions , in the case of

normal voluntary actions, once the causes are present they
still do not compel the agent to act; the agent has to act on
the reasons or on his intention . In the case of voluntary
action there is, as we saw in chapters 1 and 3, a gap, a
certain amount of slack between the process of delibera-
tion and the formation of an intention , and there is another

gap between the intention and the actual undertaking .
Where intentionality is concerned, it is best to think

from the first -person point of view . Well , what is it like
for me to form an intention and then not act on it ? Am

I always prevented from acting on it , and am I always
compelled by causes, conscious or unconscious, to act
contrary to my intention ? Of course not . Well , does it
always turn out in such cases that the intention was
somehow defective, conditional , or inappropriate , that it
was not an all-out , unconditional , no-holds -barred inten-

tion , but only a prima facie, conditional intention ? Once
again, of course not . It is possible, as we all know , for an
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intention to be as strong and unconditional as you like , for
nothing to interfere , and still the action does not get done.

To see how akrasia occurs we have to remind ourselves
how actions proceed in the normal , non-akrasia cases.
When I form an intention I still have to act on the inten-

tion that I have formed . I can't just sit back and wait to see
the action happen, in the way that I can in the case of the
billiard balls . But from a first -person point of view , the
only view that really matters here, actions are not just
things that happen, they are not just events that occur;
rather , from the first -person point of view , they are done;
they are, for example, undertaken , initiated , or performed .
Making up your mind is not enough; you still have to do
it . It is in this gap between intention and action that we
find the possibility , indeed the inevitability of at least
some cases of weakness of will . Because of the inevitabil -
ity of conflicting desires and other motivators , for most

premeditated actions there will be the possibility that
when the time comes to perform the action the agent will
find himself confronted with desires not to do the thing he
has made up his mind to do.

What would it be like if akrasia were genuinely impos-
sible? Imagine a world in which once a person had formed
an unconditional intention to perform an action (and
had satisfied any other antecedent conditions you care to
name, such as forming an all -out value judgment in favor
of performing it , issuing a moral injunction to himself to
perform it , etc.), the action then followed by causal neces-
sity , unless some other cause overcame the causal power
of the intention or the intention grew weak and lost its
power to cause action. If that were how the world worked
in fact, we would not have to act on our intentions ; we
could , so to speak, wait for them to act by themselves. We
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could sit back and see how things turned out . But we can ' t

do that , we always have to act .
Akrasia in short is but a symptom of a certain kind of

freedom , and we will understand it better if we explore
tha t freedom further . On a certain classical conception of

decision making , we , from time to time , reach a II choice

point " : a point at which we are presented with a range of
options from which we can - or sometimes must - choose .
Against that conception I want to propose that at any
normal , conscious , waking moment in our lives we are

presented with an indefinite , indeed strictly speaking
infinite , range of choices . We are always at a choice point
and the choices are infinite . At this moment , as I am writ -

ing this chapter , I can wriggle my toes, move my left
hand , my right hand , or set out for Timbuktu . The ex-

perience of any normal , conscious , free action contains
within it the possibility of not performing that action , but

doing something else instead . Many of these options will
be out of the question as fruitless , undesirable , or even
ridiculous . But among the range of possibilities will be a
handful we would actually like to do , for example , have

another drink , go to bed , go for a walk , or simply quit
work and read a novel .

There are many different forms of akrasia, but one way
in which akrasia typically arises is this : as a result of
deliberation we form an intention . But since at all times

we have an indefinite range of choices open to us, when
the moment comes to act on the intention several of the

other choices may be attractive , or motivated on other

grounds . For many of the actions that we do for a reason ,
there are reasons for not doing that action but doing

something else instead . Sometimes we act on those rea-
sons and not on our original intention . The solution to the
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problem of akrasia is as simple as that : we almost never

have just one choice open to us . Regardless of a particular
resolve , other options continue to be attractive .

It might seem puzzling then that we ever act on our best

judgment with all these conflicting demands made on us .

But it is not so puzzling if we remind ourselves why we
have deliberation and prior intentions at all . A large part
of the point of these is to regulate our behavior . Sane

behavior is not just a bundle of spontaneous acts, each
motivated by the considerations of the moment ; rather we

bring order into our life and enable ourselves to satisfy
more of our long -range goals by the formation of prior
intentions through deliberation .

I t is common to draw an analogy between akrasia and
self -deception , and there are indeed certain similarities . A

characteristic form of akrasia is that of duty versus desire ,
just as a characteristic form of self -deception is evidence
versus desire . For example , the lover deceives himself that
his beloved is faithful to him in the teeth of blatant evi -

dence to the contrary , because he desperately wants to
believe in her faithfulness . But there are certain crucial

differences between akrasia and self -deception , mostly
having to do with direction of fit . The weak -willed person

can let everything lie right on the surface . He can say to
himself , " Yes I know I shouldn 't be smoking another cig -
arette and I have made a firm resolve to stop , but all the
same I do want one very much ; and so, against my better
judgment , I am going to have one ." But the self -deceiver

cannot say to himself , "Yes I know that the proposition I
believe is certainly false , but I want very much to believe

it ; and so, against my better judgment and knowledge , I
am going to go on believing it ." Such a view is not self -

deception , it is simply irrational and perhaps even inco -
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herent . In order to satisfy the desire to believe what one
knows to be false, the agent must suppress the knowl -
edge. "Akrasia" is the name of a certain type of conflict
between intentional states, where the wrong side wins .
"Self-deception" is not so much the name of a type of
conflict at all , but rather a form of conflict -avoidance by
suppression of the unwelcome side. It is a form of con-
cealment of a conflict , indeed what would in some cases
be an inconsistency, which if it were allowed to come to
the surface could not be maintained . The form of the con-
flict is:

I have overwhelming evidence that p (or even perhaps, I
know that p) but I wish very much to believe that not p.

That conflict ca~not be won by the desire if it emerges
in that form . If desire is to win , the conflict itself requires
suppression. That is why it is a case of self-deception .
Akrasia is a form of conflict but not a form of logical
inconsistency or logical incoherence. Self-deception is a
way of concealing what would be a form of inconsistency
or incoherence if it were allowed to surface. For these

reasons self-deception logically requires the notion of
the unconscious; akrasia does not . Akrasia is often supple-
mented by self-deception as a way of removing the con-
flict , for example, the smoker says to himself : "Smoking
isn't really so bad for me, and besides, the claim that it
ca uses cancer has never been proved ."

To summarize these differences: akrasia and self-

deception are not really similar in structure . Akrasia typi -
cally has the form :

It is best to do A and I have decided to do A , but I am
voluntarily and intentionally doing B.
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There is no logical absurdity or inconsistency here at
all , though there is a conflict between inconsistent reasons
for action, and the act is irrational to the extent that the

agent intentionally and voluntarily acts on a reason that
he believes is the wrong reason to act on.

Self-deception typically has the form :

The agent has the conscious state: I believe not p. He has
the unconscious states: I have overwhelming evidence
that p and want very much to believe that not p.

Self-deception, thus, involves irrationality and in some
cases even logical inconsistency . It can exist only if one of
the elements is suppressed from consciousness.

In weak-willed actions, the self acts on a reason that
tha t very same self judges to be not the best reason to act~
on, and the self acts against the very reason that the self
has judged the best reason to act on. There are many dif -
ferent forms this pattern can take, and many different
degrees of weakness of will . It is tempting to think that in
cases of weakness of will the self is overcome by some
strong desire, so that the desire that the self acts on pro -
vides a genuinely sufficient causal condition for acting . No
doubt there are such cases, but they are not the typical
case. In the typical case the gap exists as much for the
weak-willed action as it did for the strong-willed action. I
had another glass of wine in the teeth of my judgment that
I should not have another glass of wine . But my taking the
glass of wine was no more compelled or forced or deter-
mined than was my strong-willed action when I acted
according to my best judgment . The gap is- or can be-
the same in both types of case. And that is why the weak-
willed act is to that extent irrational . It is irrational of me

when I genuinely have a choice to make the wrong choice



when I know that it is the wrong choice. The metaphor
of "weakness" is, I believe, exactly right in these cases,
because the question at issue is about the self. The ques-
tion at issue is not about the weakness of my desires or
my convictions , but it is about the weakness of myself in
carrying out the decisions I have made.

On the account I have presented the problem of weak-
ness of will is not a serious problem in philosophy . It is
serious only if we make the wrong set of assumptions
about the causal antecedents of action. But it is illuminat -

ing in that it enables us to see the gap from a different
point of view . The question remains, however : what is or
could be the neurobiological reality of the gap? That is a
question I postpone until the last chapter.
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